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a b s t r a c t

Polymorphism and crystal transition are of great significance for property mediation in polymer mate-
rials. Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) with b e crystal has been widely utilized for the preparation of high
performance plastics or films. In the present work, the structural evolution of initially isotropic b e

nucleated iPP (b e iPP) during uniaxial stretching at different temperatures was investigated by inesitu X
e ray scattering using synchrotron radiation. The wide e angle X e ray scattering (WAXS) results
confirmed that the b e crystal transformed either to the mesophase at lower temperature (30 �C) or to
the a e crystal at higher temperature (60, 100 and 120 �C) during stretching. An interesting orientation of
b e crystal with molecular chains perpendicular to the tensile direction was identified. As revealed by
small e angle X e ray scattering (SAXS), cavitation took place in b e iPP stretched at temperatures lower
than 120 �C. The size and shape of the cavities were observed by scanning electron microscope. A
deformation mechanism of b e iPP combining the crystal transition, cavitation and orientation was
proposed.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As a typical semicrystalline polymer, the properties of isotactic
polypropylene (iPP) are largely determined by the crystalline phase
including the crystal form and morphology. To date, three crystal
modifications (a, b and g) and a mesophase have been identified in
iPP. Molecular chains adopt a 31 helical conformation in the four
phases [1e5]. The monoclinic a e form is thermodynamically the
most stable one, which is found under ordinary processing condi-
tions. The b e crystal, with trigonal unit cell (a ¼ b ¼ 11.03 Å,
c¼ 6.50 Å, g¼ 120�) [6,7], can be obtained under certain conditions:
crystallization induced by b e nucleating agents [1,8,9], under shear
[10], or under gradient temperatures [11]. Interestingly, applying
shear flow on iPP melt containing b e nucleating agent yielded
lower b e crystal content compared with quiescently crystallized
sample [12e14]. The b e crystal spherulites exhibit bundled radial
lamellar arrangement and display inherently higher ductility than
the cross e hatched a e spherulites [1,15]. Therefore iPP crystallized
predominately in be crystal (designated as be iPP, hereafter) shows
improved mechanical properties, including enhanced impact
toughness and higher heat deflection temperature [16,17], which
makes b e crystal especially attractive for numerous studies.

The deformation mechanism of semicrystalline polymers is a
traditional but long e disputed topic. At the very early stage, the
deformation is essentially elastic, coming from the crystalline
skeleton [18e21] and amorphous phase [22,23]. Approaching
macroscopic yield point, crystallographic slips or intralamellar
mosaic blocks slips start to proceed [22,24]. At large strains, stresse
induced fragmentation/recrystallization dominates, resulting in an
oriented fibrillar structure [25]. Tensile deformation of semi-
crystalline polymers is frequently accompanied by cavitation, such
as in iPP [26e28], high e density polyethylene and poly(methylene
oxide) [29]. Cavities may be initiated first in amorphous regions
[29] or in crystalline phase [21,30]. Galeski and Bartczak [31] pro-
posed that cavitation appeared to be another mechanism of tough
response of materials.

To understand the mechanical enhancement imparted by b e

crystal, the deformation behavior and associated structural evolu-
tion of b e iPP have been investigated extensively [32e38]. Two
major focuses are crystal transition and cavitation during deforma-
tion. b e crystal is unstable and can transform either to the meso-
phase or to the a e crystal after yielding depending on deformation
temperature [33e36]. Cai et al. [33] found that the initial engi-
neering strain for b e a transformation decreased with stretching
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temperature. The nature of the stress e induced crystal transition in
b e iPP was ascribed to partial melting e recrystallization [32,39] or
solid e solid martensitic transformation [34], which is still not very
clear. On the other hand, b e iPP exhibits more pronounced cavita-
tion during stretching compared with a e iPP [40]. This feature has
been using to fabricate high permeability microporous membranes
[41]. Chu et al. [42] suggested that the cavity formation in b e iPP
was induced by volume contraction during b e a transformation.
However, Ran et al. [43] proposed that cavities in b e iPP might be
initiated at the defect point under stress.

Most of the previous reports paid much attention on the content
of different phases, critical strain/temperature and cavitation in the
deformation process of b e iPP. However, the orientation of b e

crystal during uniaxial stretching is of less focus. A systematic un-
derstanding of the correlation among crystal transition, orientation
and cavitation is still limited. In this work, b e iPP samples were
isothermally crystallized from the melt to eliminate any possible
preexisting orientation. The uniaxial tensile deformation process
was investigated by inesitu small e angle and wide e angle Xe ray
scattering (SAXS/WAXS) at various temperatures (30, 60, 100 and
120 �C). A deformation mechanism of b e iPP based on the rela-
tionship among crystal transition, orientation and cavitation was
proposed.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

The iPP (S1003) with melt flow rate (MFR) ¼ 3.4 g/10 min at
230 �C/2.16 kg was supplied by SINOPEC Beijing Yanshan Company.
Calcium pimelate (Ca e Pim), a b e nucleating agent, was synthe-
sized by neutralization reaction of pimelic acid (Sigma e Aldrich)
and Ca(OH)2 (Xilong Chemical Co., Ltd.) in deionized water at 80 �C.

2.2. Sample preparation

iPP pellets were mixed with Ca e Pim powder using an internal
mixer (HAAKE Rheomix OS) at 200 �C for 6 min with a rotating
speed of 50 rpm. The weight fraction of b e nucleating agent was
0.1%. Compounded iPP plaques were prepared by compression
molding at 230 �C. The samples weremelted at 230 �C for 5min and
then cooled to the crystallization temperature of 125 �C on a
Linkam LTS350 hotstage (Linkam Scientific Instruments, Ltd., U.K.).
After being annealed for 60 min, the plaques were cooled to room
temperature at a rate of 30 �C/min. Mini tensile bars about 1 mm
thick were cut from the plaques.
Fig. 1. Engineering stress e strain curves of b e iPP at different temperatures. The
opening velocity of the clamp is 3.0 mm/min.
2.3. Inesitu synchrotron X e ray measurements

Inesitu X e ray measurements were carried out at the beamline
BL16B1 in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). The
wavelength of the radiation was 0.124 nm. The mini tensile bars
were stretched on a Linkam TST350 tensile hotstage at 30, 60, 100
and 120 �C, respectively. Once the temperature reached the target
value at a rate of 30 �C/min, the sample was equilibrated for 2 min
and then stretched at a constant speed of 3.0 mm/min. The struc-
ture information was recorded by WAXS and SAXS inesitu. All the
scattering patterns were collected by a MAR CCD (MAR e USA)
detector with a resolution of 2048 � 2048 pixels and pixel size of
79 � 79 mm2. Image acquisition time was 15 s for WAXS and 1 s for
SAXS. The sample to detector distance was 194 mm for WAXS and
2074.7 mm for SAXS. The scattering patterns were corrected for
background scattering, air scattering and beam fluctuations.

2.4. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

The morphology of the cryo e fractured surface along the
stretching direction of deformed b e iPP was observed on a JSM e

6700F JEOL SEM, operated at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. All
samples were gold sputtered prior to the SEM characterization.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Stress e strain curves of b e iPP at different temperatures

The engineering stress e strain curves of b e iPP are shown in
Fig. 1. The samples exhibit ductile behavior with typical elastic re-
gion, yielding, strain softening and strain hardening. The yield
Fig. 2. (a) Indexed 1D WAXS intensity profile of unstretched b e iPP at room tem-
perature (inset shows 2D pattern). The scattering vector is defined as q ¼ 4p � sinq/l,
in which q is the half Bragg angle, and l is the wavelength of the radiation. (b)
Azimuthal intensity distribution of 110b and 111b/111a.



Fig. 3. Selected WAXS patterns of b e iPP during tensile deformation at different temperatures. The drawing direction is vertical.
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stress decreases from 27MPa at 30 �C to 6MPa at 120 �C. It has been
known that chain mobility is important for the ductile behavior of
polymers [44]. Semicrystalline polymers show softer overall me-
chanical response at elevated temperatures.
3.2. Crystalline structure of unstretched b e iPP

Fig. 2a shows the 1D WAXS intensity profile of unstretched b e

iPP. The two strongest diffraction peaks correspond to 110b and
111b/111a, from low to high q, respectively. The 2D scattering
pattern has been averaged over 360� to obtain 1D intensity profile.
Fig. 4. 1D intensity profiles obtained from circularly integrated intensities (from 0 to 360
Several weak peaks originating from ae form can be indexed as the
110a, 040a, 130a and 111a planes with d e spacing of 6.25, 5.18, 4.76
and 4.16, respectively. The fraction of b e crystal in the unstretched
sample is about 55% estimated by the ratio of integrated intensity of
b e crystal and the total integrated intensity. According to charac-
terizing parameter proposed by Turner e Jones et al. [45], kb value
is defined as follows:

kb ¼ A
�
110b

�

A
�
110b

�þ A
�
110a

�þ A
�
040a

�þ A
�
130a

�

�) of 2D WAXS patterns of b e iPP as a function of strain at different temperatures.



Fig. 5. Azimuthal intensity distribution of 110b reflection of b e iPP (indicated by the
arrows) as a function of strain at 30 �C. The drawing direction is vertical.

Fig. 7. Fractions of different phases in b e iPP during tensile deformation at 30 �C.
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where A(110a), A(040a) and A(130a) are the areas of the three
strongest a e form peaks, and the A(110b) is the area of the
strongest b e crystal peak. The kb of the b e iPP used in this study is
0.9, which is a very high value. The azimuthal intensity distribution
of 110b and 111b/111a is plotted in Fig. 2b. The flat shape indicates
that the distribution of the orientation of b crystallites is perfectly
random. This provides a basis for orientation analysis of b e crystal
during stretching.

3.3. Inesitu wide e angle X e ray scattering (WAXS) of b e iPP
under stretching

The WAXS patterns of b e iPP during tensile deformation at
different temperatures are presented in Fig. 3. Upon deformation,
the azimuthal distribution of reflection rings becomes less uniform.
Stretching at 30 �C, two broad spots appear on the equator, and four
spots emerge on the offe equatorial regionwhen the strain reaches
225%. This corresponds to the feature of mesophase [46]. When
stretching at higher temperatures, the reflections corresponding to
a e crystal turn to be stronger, as shown in Fig. 4. The new phases
transformed from b e crystal are anisotropic with chain parallel to
the drawing direction. It can be seen that b e crystal transforms to
mesophase at 30 �C, and transformsmainly to ae crystal at 100 and
Fig. 6. An example showing the separation of a WAXS pattern into the isotropic and
anisotropic parts. The stretching temperature is 30 �C, and the strain is 450%.
120 �C. Both mesophase and a e crystal are observed in b e iPP
deformed at 60 �C. The overall feature of crystal transition is in line
with the previous reports [33,36,47]. It is worthy to notice that the
final content of b e crystal depends strongly on stretching tem-
perature. At strain ¼ 450%, a large amount of b e crystal still re-
mains at 30 �C. On the other hand, the reflection of b e crystal
totally vanishes stretched at 120 �C. More quantitative analysis will
be addressed below.

Fig. 5 shows the azimuthal distribution of 110b reflection of b e

iPP at different strains stretched at 30 �C, the orientation and crystal
transition of b e crystal can be observed. Pawlak reported that the
110b ring was always uniform during deformation [40], which is
obviously not the case in our studies. It should be borne in mind
that orientation and crystal transition are two coupled processes.
The complex structural evolution reflects the fine details of the
crystal transition. Upon deformation, the intensity on the equator
decreases, leaving the arcs on the meridian (azimuth ¼ 90�, 270�).
At strain ¼ 112%, the meridian arc splits into two parts. Upon
further deformation, two equatorial peaks emerge (azimuth ¼ 0�,
180�).

In order to characterize the complex crystal transition during
deformation, a quantitative analysis on the phase contents is
necessary. Because of the severe overlapping of several peaks of
different phases, estimation using conventional peak fitting
method would cause unacceptably large uncertainties. To calculate
the fractions of phases accurately, we adopted a data treatment
Fig. 8. Azimuthal intensity distribution of 110b reflection of b e iPP (indicated by the
arrows) as a function of strain at 100 �C. The drawing direction is vertical.



Fig. 9. Azimuthal intensity distribution of 110b of b e iPP as a function of strain at 60 and 120 �C. The intensity of 110b at strain ¼ 225% in b e iPP deformed at 120 �C is too weak, so
it is not presented.
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method (“halo method”) [48,49]. As shown in Fig. 6, the isotropic
part mainly contains the amorphous phase and unoriented crys-
talline phase, whereas the anisotropic part is constituted by mes-
ophase and oriented crystalline phase. For b e iPP, the 1D profile of
the isotropic part was fitted by nine Gaussianþ Lorentz type peaks:
two b e crystal peaks, two amorphous peaks, and five a e crystal
peaks. The anisotropic part was also fitted by nine
Gaussian þ Lorentz type peaks: two b e crystal peaks, two meso-
phase peaks and five a e crystal peaks. The center positions of b e

crystal peaks, amorphous peaks, a e crystal peaks and mesophase
peaks were fixed during parameter optimization [10,48].

Fig. 7 shows the fractions of different phases of b e iPP during
stretching at 30 �C. Up to strain ¼ 100%, no mesophase could be
detected. Upon strain further increasing to 475%, the fraction of b e

crystal decreases smoothly from ~55% to ~35%, and the content of a
e crystal decreases from ~25% to ~5%. Meanwhile, the fraction of
mesophase increases from 0 to ~ 45%. This indicates that the
mesophase derives from both b and a e crystal, in accordance with
the previous report [49]. The fraction of amorphous phase nearly
keeps constant during deformation.

The azimuthal distribution of 110b reflection at 100 �C is shown
in Fig. 8. As the strain increased, the intensity on the equator de-
creases similar to the results at 30 �C. At strain ¼ 225%, two
equatorial maxima can be seen. Different from the results at 30 �C,
no splitting of the meridian arcs are observed. The orientation
behavior of b e crystal at tensile temperature of 60 and 120 �C
(shown in Fig. 9) is similar to that at 100 �C. Similar to the data
treatment method of 30 �C, the quantitative analysis on the phase
contents and crystal transition process for b e iPP at 100 �C is
shown in Fig. 10. Upon strain increasing, the fraction of b e crystal
Fig. 10. Fractions of different phases in b e iPP during tensile deformation at 100 �C.
decreases from ~55% to ~5%. Meanwhile, the fraction of a e crystal
increases from ~20% to ~85%. The fraction of amorphous phase is
almost unchanged.
3.4. Inesitu small e angle X e ray scattering (SAXS)

SAXS is a powerful tool to characterize cavitation in polymer, as
the high contrast between cavity and polymer matrix. Fig. 11 pre-
sents the selected SAXS patterns of b e iPP at different tempera-
tures during tensile deformation. In the unstretched state, b e iPP
shows relatively weak but uniform scattering ring, corresponding
to isotropic lamellae stacks in the unstretched samples. The scat-
tering intensity has a drastic increase stretched at 30 �C
(strain ¼ 10%). The scattering intensity on the meridian is much
stronger than that on the equator, indicating the occurrence of
cavitation and the cavities are elongated preferentially perpendic-
ular to the drawing direction. When strain ¼ 50%, the intensity on
the equator becomes comparable with that on the meridian. With
strain further increasing, the scattering intensity on the equator
keeps increasing, while the intensity on the meridian decreases.
This implies the reorientation of cavities. At high strains, the cav-
ities are elongated along the stretching direction. Similar phe-
nomena are observed for b e iPP deformed at 60 and 100 �C. It can
be noticed that the onset engineering strain for cavitation in be iPP
becomes higher when stretched at higher temperatures. No cavity
scattering signal can be detected during stretching at 120 �C.
Fig. 11. SAXS patterns of b e iPP stretched at different temperatures. The drawing
direction is vertical.



Fig. 12. Lorentz corrected 1D SAXS profiles of deformed b e iPP along the meridian and equator at different temperatures. q is the scattering vector.
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Although the cavitation of b e iPP has been reported previously
[33,36], a systematic investigation on the effect of temperature on
the cavitation of b e iPP is firstly shown here.

The formation of cavities and the change of long period in b e

iPP during tensile deformation can be further confirmed by the 1D
SAXS meridional and equatorial profiles (Fig. 12). Two diffraction
maxima are observed in the unstretched samples at 30, 60 and
100 �C. The peak positions move to lower q with temperature
increasing. The low q peak arises from the Bragg diffraction of
periodic lamellae. The long period is defined as the average dis-
tance between adjacent lamellae, and can be estimated by L ¼ 2p/
qmax, in which qmax is the q value at the peak maximum [50]. The
existence of second order peak indicates that the packing of b e iPP
lamellae is regular. Only a broad peak is observed at 120 �C with
qmax ¼ 0.28 nm�1, which is much broader than those at lower
temperatures. This feature indicates that the regularity of lamellae
packing becomes less ordered. This may be caused by the partial
melting of b lamellae.



Fig. 13. The long periods of b e iPP as a function of strain stretched at 120 �C along the
meridian and the equator.
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Similar regulation is observed for stretching at 30, 60 and
100 �C. Upon stretching, the peak position along the meridian
moves to lower q, while the equatorial qmax is almost unchanged.
Compared with the deformation of polyethylene (PE) and its co-
polymers, the change of long period of our samples is less obvious
[51,52]. As the strain reaches 10%, the cavitation signal appears and
dominates. Gradually, the long period scattering is covered by the
scattering of cavities. The intensity on the meridian reaches its
maximum at strain ¼ 50%, while the intensity on the equator in-
creases upon deformation. Dramatic differences are noticed in the
sample stretched at 120 �C. The long period peak is always visible
during stretching. The long period is plotted as a function of strain,
as shown in Fig. 13. The increase of long period along the meridian
is associated with the interlamellar separation under tension. The
subsequent decrease of the long period corresponds to the rear-
rangement of the lamellae, producing an oriented superstructure.
The long period along the equator varies in a similar manner. This is
quite uncommon compared with other polymers, such as a e iPP
[53,54], polyethylene [55], ethylene e propylene copolymers [56],
etc., in which the equatorial long period either decreases or keeps
unvaried during initial deformation.

To get more direct information about the cavities in b e iPP, the
cryo e fractured cross section was observed by SEM, as shown in
Fig. 14. The engineering strain for all the samples is 250% for
comparison. Clear differences can be seen between samples
deformed at different temperatures. The average size of cavities
Fig. 14. SEM images of drawn b e iPP with an engineering strain of 2
increases with stretching temperature increasing. The cavities in b

e iPP deformed at 30 �C have the smallest aspect ratio, while the
cavities for 100 �C are highly elongated. Most of the cavities connect
with each other and contain fibrils.

The increase of tensile temperature changes the intrinsic
properties of crystalline/amorphous phases in b e iPP. Cavitation
takes place in drawnpolymers inwhich the level of stress necessary
for inducing cavitation lower than the value required for crystal
plastic deformation [29]. The crystals become less rigid as tem-
perature increased. This can be reflected macroscopically by the
reduction of yield stress at a higher temperature. Plastic deforma-
tion of crystals is easier to initiate at an elevated temperature. A
number of factors influence the intensity of cavitation besides
temperature [57], such as lamellar thickness, orientation [29,58],
interlamellar thickness [27], polymer molecular weight and strain
rate [26,59]. It is not surprising that cavities were observed in b e

iPP at tensile temperature as high as 130 �C in another study [36].
3.5. Deformation mechanism

Many studies have been carried out focusing on different as-
pects of the deformation process of b e iPP, e.g. crystal transition,
cavitation and fracture behavior. However, the understanding on
how these complicated processes couple with each other is still
limited. By combination of WAXS and SAXS, it is possible to obtain
some in e depth insights. Several aspects are discussed in detail
below.

(a) Crystal transition. Similar to previous studies [32,33], the
crystal transition took place after yielding, in company with plastic
deformation. And the onset engineering strain decreased with
stretching temperature increasing. In our case, the b e mesophase
transition was observed at 30 �C, and the b e a transition was
observed at 60, 100 and 120 �C. The variation trends of different
phases were affected by the drawing temperature. This can be
attributed to the different stability of different phases. According to
Zannetti et al. [60], iPP mesophase transforms to a e crystal
annealed at 60 �C, indicating the stability up limit for mesophase is
60 �C. In addition, the final content of b e crystal before fracture
decreased with stretching temperature increasing. Stretched at
120 �C, no b e crystal can be observed at high strains.

As mentioned, the chain conformations in a, b and mesophase
are identical (31 helix) [1e4]. The a e crystal has a unit cell with
layers made of isochiral helices parallel to the ac plane, but the
alternate layers are antichiral. Chains in b e crystal unit cell have
isochiral helices. The helix chiralities are random in mesophase
formed through deformation [48]. The stress e induced crystal
transition from ordered a or b phase to the disordered mesophase
50% at different temperatures. The drawing direction is vertical.
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was proposed to be achieved by recrystallization of the pulled out
chains [5,32,39,61,62]. On account of different helix chiralities of b
e crystal and a e crystal, the b ea transition should experience a
local melting and recrystallization process. It should be noted that
the “melting” induced by stress [25] may be quite different from
normal thermal melting. The high stretching temperaturemade the
transition easier by facilitating the “melting” of b e crystal.

(b) Cavitation. Cavities were observed in b e iPP stretched at
temperatures below 120 �C in our study. But in other studies
[33,36], cavitation can be detected above 120 �C. The onset engi-
neering strain for cavitation becomes higher as the temperature
increased. At the beginning, cavities were oriented perpendicular
to the stretching direction. Shortly afterwards, the reorientation of
cavities took place, i.e. the cavities were elongated along the tensile
direction at high strains. The size and shape of cavities were
different in deformed b e iPP at different stretching temperatures.

As the strain reaches 10% at 30 �C, cavitation takes place, but the
crystal transition does not occur simultaneously. On the other hand,
cavitation is not observed at 120 �C when the b e a transformation
still exists. This indicates that the crystal transition and the cavi-
tation are two independent phenomena in the stretching process of
b e iPP. Thus the crystal transition cannot be the sole reason for
cavitation in be iPP. The mechanism of cavitation in be iPP may be
similar to that in a e iPP. Cavities can be observed when the
negative pressure generated by stress higher than the value
required for cavitation [29]. However, as a stress releasing process,
cavitation does have influence on the crystal transition. Cavitation
becomes less pronounced at higher stretching temperature.
Correspondingly the final content of b phase before fracture de-
creases with stretching temperature increasing.

(c) Orientation of b e crystal. The most interesting phenomenon
is the orientation of b e crystal. And this orientation of residual b e
Fig. 15. Schematic illustration of the deformation process of b e iPP during uniaxial stretc
represents the structure at a middle strain (~200%), and stage III indicates the structure j
direction is omitted and the relative sizes of the spherulites, lamellae and cavities are not
crystal can provide microscopic clues to correlate the relationship
of deformation and crystal transition. Generally, tensile deforma-
tion will produce an oriented structure with chain axis aligned
preferentially along the stretching direction [22]. To understand the
structural evolution of the b e crystal, a schematic illustration of
the deformation process of b e iPP during uniaxial stretching is
presented in Fig. 15. It should be pointed out that the reorientation
of cavities is a universal phenomenon in all our studied samples
with cavitation, therefore the structure with cavities perpendicular
to the stretching direction is omitted in the illustration.

Before yielding, the deformation mainly includes interlamellar
slip, interlamellar separation and stack rotation. As plastic defor-
mation proceeds, the lamellae with chain direction parallel to the
drawing direction are gradually consumed by transforming to
mesophase or a e crystal [47], as shown in Fig. 15 stage I. Therefore
the intensity of 110b on the equator is weaker than that on the
meridian. The b e crystal lamellae with long axis parallel to the
drawing direction survive. As a consequence, the chains of residual
be crystal are approximately perpendicular to the tensile direction.
Upon strain further increasing (at stage II in Fig. 15), the b e crystal
lamellae fragmented into smaller crystals. Parts of the residual b e

crystal blocks tend to rotate to their favorable orientation, i.e.
chains are parallel to the drawing direction. When the strain rea-
ches 450%, orientation of be crystal cannot be accuratelymeasured
due to the low fraction of b e crystal, especially at higher tensile
temperatures (at stage III in Fig. 15).

Another interesting thing is that two off e meridian arcs are
observed for 110b reflection in b e iPP stretched at 30 �C. However,
the 110b reflection only exhibits one arc on the meridian at higher
temperatures. The reflection splitting may originate from crystal
twinning or tilting. The twinning can be proved by the orientation
of crystal faces correlated with the twinning plane [63]. But only
hing at different temperatures. Stage I represents structure just after yielding, stage II
ust before fracture. The initial structure with cavities perpendicular to the stretching
completely consistent with that of real structure in this illustration.
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110b and 111b reflections of be crystal can be observed in 2DWAXS
patterns of our sample, and the 111b is overlapped with 111a
reflection. So it is difficult to provide the direct evidence on the
occurrence of twinning. Therefore we try to use the tilting of
lamellae to explain the reflection splitting.

Cavitation affects the orientation of crystallites. For example,
cavitation with or without reorientation resulted in different
orientation behavior in polybutenee1 [30]. In our case reor-
ientation of cavities is always observed as long as cavitation occurs.
As a stress releasing process, cavities produce a stress dissipation
zone accommodating the residual be crystal, and possibly in such a
way influence the orientation of b e crystal. The shape of the cav-
ities at 30 �C is roughly spherical, which may favor the two pop-
ulations of tilted lamellae. As shown in Fig. 15 stage II (30 �C), the
residual b e lamellae with chain axis perpendicular to the
stretching direction near the spherical cavities may tilt favorably,
resulting in the two e arc pattern. When the stretching tempera-
ture is higher, the cavities are highly elongated (stage II at 100 �C) or
do not exist (stage II at 120 �C). In these cases, those residual b e

lamellae do not necessarily have to tilt, therefore one e arc pattern
is observed.

4. Conclusions

This study examined the uniaxial tensile deformation process of
isotropic b e iPP at different temperatures using inesitu Xeray
scattering. Crystal transition and orientation of b e crystal coupled
with cavitation are observed during stretching. The b emesophase
transition occurs at 30 �C, while b e a transition takes place at 60,
100 and 120 �C. On the other hand, cavitation is observed in b e iPP
when stretched at 30, 60 and 100 �C. As the tensile temperature
reaches 120 �C, no cavities can be detected. Both b e mesophase
and b e a transition are believed to be achieved by melting and
recrystallization. The crystal transition causes an interesting
orientation of b e crystal with molecular chains preferentially
perpendicular to the tensile direction. The cavitation plays a role in
influencing the crystal transition and lamellar orientation in
deformed b e iPP by dissipating the stress and accommodating the
residual b crystallites.
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